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occupied a position next to Mr. Monroe in the precedin tration, the severe denunciation by the Secretary of ~\ only way in which the Indians could, in all human ] be induced to remove, when added to the encouragements which Mr. Forsyth, who was too wise and too honest false surmises on so grave a subject, openly announced c of Congress that they had received from the under offi late administration, induced, as it was natural to expect influence, large portions of the Indians, sufficiently nui powerful to defeat that policy, to decline all further ovei the subject.
The result was a confederacy, openly formed between ful tribes of Creeks and Cherokees, scattered over th Georgia, Alabama and Mississippi, to prevent the sale o: lands by the members or officers of their respective tril establish themselves permanently within those States.
Other circumstances exasperated the feelings of the p: immediately concerned to a height which threatened tli the Country. During the last year of Mr. Monroe's adn a treaty was made with the Creeks in Georgia, by whicr. to all the lands they occupied within that State was ex A portion of them believed to have been encouraged by 1 tions manifested toward them on the part of men in p< various objections to that treaty and resisted its exec allay these dispositions a new treaty was made, clurin year of the government of Mr. Adams, by which the foi was declared to be annulled and some two or three hui of the land released by it were left out of the new treat] was of course greatly dissatisfied with this proceeding, n on account of the value of the land attempted to be gh the Indians as because it defeated the policy of their ren the State for which she was most solicitous. She insist( possessed a right to the soil and jurisdiction over the Li occupancy of the Indians, subject only to the power o " to regulate commerce with the Indian tribes that she 1 to legislate for them in all cases not within that exeeptk

